The series of container semitrailers CONTAINER MASTER is a result of many years of experience and observation of the container transport dynamic market. Thanks to cutting-edge production technology we guarantee durability and reliability of our vehicles during work.
Welcome to the world of WIELTON

The Wielton brand belongs to the three biggest semitrailer, trailer and car body producers in Europe and is among the 10 largest producers in the world.

The mission of the Wielton company is to create and deliver the best transport solutions for business. Our activities are always based on solid values, which include: people, initiative, highest quality and safety.

Our customers are mainly transport, construction, production, distribution and agricultural companies who are looking for optimal solutions tailored to their individual needs.
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STRONG ARGUMENTS

- certified highest quality
- optimised frame construction and low curb weight enabling loading of the heaviest containers
- guarantee of safety, ergonomics and functionality during transport and loading
- configuration possibilities adjusted to individual client needs
- modern design

The frame of the semitrailer is adjusted to every type of container.

Possibility of using a steel or aluminium bumper.
We are active, in order for your company to gain an advantage over the competition through a well-equipped and organised transport fleet.

Wielton container semitrailers are durable, innovative and also user-friendly. Technological innovations enable comfortable transport and various size container loading.

Semitrailers from the CONTAINER MASTER line are made of high strength S700 steel, which guarantees high semitrailer construction durability preserving low curb weight.

Benefits for the clients:
+ long-term guarantee on components from the leading producers,
+ possibility of adjusting the semitrailer to individual needs of the client,
+ a wide range of configuration possibilities,
+ optimisation of costs thanks to the maximum cargo area exploitation.

Benefits for the clients:
+ possibility of dedicating the configuration
+ highest quality guarantee
+ attractive methods of financing

You are welcome to contact directly with our sales department. We are always at your disposal.
Semitrailers from the CONTAINER MASTER family are found useful in ports all around the world. They are adjusted to transporting all types of containers and fulfil the most restrictive safety requirements. Thanks to its universal construction, the semitrailers enable comfortable and safe container transport in the middle of the lower part of the floor and loading and unloading at the same height as the rear part of the vehicle. Adjustment of the wheelbase enables optimal load distribution during transport.
The CONTAINER MASTER semitrailer family consists of 4 models. Each model comes in 3 frame configurations.

NOVELTY

Combination of technological solutions in the NS 3 P 40 45 R SL model.

KEY PARAMETERS:
+ frame made of high strength S700 steel,
+ low curb weight,
+ durability guarantee confirmed by research,
+ lower fuel consumption,
+ possibility of transporting the heaviest containers,
+ modern design and aesthetic appearance.
Flexible technological solutions

Rear landing for the 20’ container loaded in the central part. Possibility of unloading using a forklift. Fixed front with a front beam adjusted to 2 ways of fastening.

Pull-out bumper.

The rear part is extended by using Teflon plates and rolls. Possibility of choosing either mechanical or optional pneumatic control which enables higher speed of the operation.

Pull-out bumper.

Bumper and light protection adjusted to the unloading ramps.

New steel bumping blocks.

Configuration 01

For transporting most types of containers.

Configuration 02

For transporting most types of containers except 30’ containers.

Configuration 03

For transporting most types of 30’ containers except 20’ containers in the central position.
CONTAINER SEMITRAILER NS 3 P 45 R1 SL

- curb weight from **4690 kg**
- over **33.3 t** of carrying capacity
- extendable rear
- rigid front beam, two types of **45’HC, 40’HC** and **40’ISO, 20’** container fastenings
- possibility of transporting 45’ containers in every version with an extended rear as a universal transport solution

### Fixing types

**01**
Way of fastening 40’ ISO, 2x20’ containers on the front beam.

**02**
Way of fastening 40’ HC, 45’HC containers on the front beam.

Optimal position of the vehicle steering elements. Simple control and steering elements safety. Pneumatic extension system of the semitrailer rear – option.
Construction with many advantages

Attachment of the first 20’ container to the front beam - enables unloading directly from the front part of the vehicle. Easy attachment.

Mechanical or pneumatic extension of the rear panel, adjusted to transporting all types of containers. Anticorrosive protection thanks to hot-dip galvanization. Adjusted rear panel.

The rear equipped with steel bumping blocks, a steel or aluminium bumper, universal two-level container lock. Semitrailer rear part protection.

For transporting most types of containers.

Configuration 01

For transporting most types of containers except 30’ containers.

Configuration 02

For transporting most types of 30’ containers except 20’ containers in the central position.

Configuration 03
CONTAINER SEMITRAILER
NS 3 P 45 R2 SL

- curb weight from **4810 kg**
- over **33,3 t** of loading capacity
- extended rear and front
- front extension for containers with long tunnels and with manual control on polyamide plates
- transport of 45’ containers without the need of additional authorisation with permissible set length

Universal and easy loading thanks to the front locks adjusted to 20’, 40’ and 45’ containers.

Extendable front with the usage of polyamide slides.

Front locks for 45’ 40’ 20’ containers

Attachment 01
For front attachment of the 45’ ISO container.

Attachment 02
For front attachment of the 45’ EURO container.

Attachment 03
For low attachment of the 20’, 40’ and 45’ containers.

4 configurations of the extendable rear.

Position setting:
- Position 01
- Position 02
- Position 03
- Position 04
Precision in every detail

Universal solution and quick loading. Lift lock system.

Aluminium optional equipment: rims, landing legs, air tanks, bumper, reduce the weight of the semitrailer. Weight reduction.

Aluminium or steel landing legs. Solid foundation.

For 40′ISO, 40′HC, 2×20′ container transport.
Configuration 01

For 40′ISO, 40′HC container transport.
Configuration 02

For 40′HC container transport.
Configuration 03
CONTAINER SEMITRAILER NS 3 P 40 SL

+ curb weight from 3870 kg
+ over 34,1 t of loading capacity
+ control of the most common transport tasks in combined transport or in intermodal transport 40’HC, 40’ISO i 2x20’
+ optimised parameters increasing fuel economy
New container semitrailer model from the CONTAINER MASTER line is dedicated for transporting the most commonly used containers in the world of intermodal transport: 45’HC, 40’HC and 2x20’.

- weight from 3950 kg
- loading capacity from 33,9 t
- transport of the most popular containers
- low curb weight
- flexible and reliable construction

Fast container protection.
3 positions of the front beam, enabling easy loading.
The new generation of the container semitrailers from the CONTAINER MASTER SUPER LIGHT line is a solid support during everyday work. It is a perfect product which fulfils the highest quality and safety standards in the transport industry.

We offer our semitrailers in 4 basic colours: red, blue, grey and graphite.

In order to meet the expectations of our clients, who would like to personalise their semitrailers and give them individual company colours, there is a possibility of colour choice from the RAL pallet during the configuration process and product ordering.

Additional advantages

Optional aluminium equipment: landing legs, air tanks, rims - reduction of curb weight up to 210kg.

The dimensions of the 7855/1410/1300 axle frame optimised for container transport in different settings.

2 positions of the king pin - solution compatible with 2- and 3- axle tractors.

Composite, light, tilting side buffers with place for advertisement. Easy toolbox access.

Possibility of using 3 lifting axles, which guarantees lower rolling resistance and reduction of tire wear and fuel consumption.

Composite light cantilever as lamp protection. Modern lighting in LED and FULL LED technology.

Entire construction surface covering - even in hard to reach places, thanks to painting robots.

The newest paint protection technology and the possibility of choosing a colour.

Anticorrosive protection of the semitrailers from the CONTAINER MASTER line thanks to modern KTL line.
WIELTON SERVICE
At your service 24/7

Trucks manufactured in Wielton are always safe and reliable. However, as any advanced technical devices they require professional service and maintenance. We provide our clients with professional technical support, and we also offer a wide range of services connected with vehicle usage and repairs both in the country and abroad.

Our potential is based on specialised technical facilities and professionalism of the crew.

The service includes: ongoing mechanical repairs, painting, body works, tarpaulin renovation, reconstruction and retrofitting, repairing the suspension and the braking system, parts exchange, wheel alignment, frame measurements, repairs of electrical and hydraulic systems, as well as technical inspections and reviews.

Services for clients:
+ mobile service – service cars,
+ fast and professional factory service,
+ service trainings,
+ a network of authorised service points in the country and abroad.

Repairs at the factory service are a guarantee of obtaining the same quality as in new products.

Thanks to WIELTON ASSISTANCE we provide support for warranty repairs on the road.
We offer help and expert advice of the negotiation of leasing and loan terms, scope and general insurance conditions, also after obtaining financing.

**WIELTON FINANCE**

Flexible forms of purchase

We meet the needs of transport companies and provide the best financial solutions, tailored to the expectations and capabilities of the customers. At WIELTON FINANCE you can finance the purchase of both new and used semitrailers by choosing a form of financing that is convenient for you.

Our offer provides the following options and investment financing possibilities:

+ operational leasing,
+ average and long-term rental,
+ financial leasing,
+ credit,
+ buy-back of used vehicles.
## CONTAINER MASTER semitrailer family

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC FEATURE</th>
<th>NS 3 P 45 R1 SL</th>
<th>NS 3 P 45 R2 SL</th>
<th>NS 3 P 40 SL</th>
<th>NS 3 P 40 45 R SL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extendable</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-extendable</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20’ in the central part</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20’ in the rear</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 x 20’</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30’</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40’ ISO</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40’ HC</td>
<td></td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45’</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WIELTON OFFER
Product groups

There are currently 11 product groups in our offer, available in over 800 configurations.

Wide technological facilities allow us to develop products dedicated to practically every type of business. In our palette, everyone will find a transport solution perfectly suited to their needs:

+ UNIVERSAL SEMITRAILERS
+ CLOSED BOX SEMITRAILERS
+ TIPPER SEMITRAILERS
+ TIPPER TRUCK BODIES
+ CUBIC SETS
+ TRAILERS
+ CONTAINER SEMITRAILERS
+ FLATBED VEHICLES
+ AGRO
+ OTHER

All products from the Wielton Group can be found on our internet sites:
www.wielton.com.pl
www.wieltongroup.com